Anomalies in the measurement of changes in total-body bone mineral by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry during weight change.
For an eating disorder study over a period of 1 year, we measured total-body bone mineral using a Hologic QDR 1000 W in a total of 157 subjects and observed anomalies that questioned the accuracy of such measurements. Using the recommended Enhanced software, a change in total bone mineral content (delta BMC) correlated positively with a change in weight (delta W; r = 0.66), but a loss of weight was associated with an increase in bone mineral areal density (BMD; r = 0.58), arising from a reduction in bone area (AREA). Both regressions were highly significant. The dominant factor in this relationship was a strong correlation between delta AREA and delta BMC, for all parts of the skeleton, r > 0.9, with a slope close to 1. This is implausible because bone area would not be expected to change. When Standard software was used, the slope of the delta BMC/delta W correlation was steeper, but the delta BMD/delta W regression became positive. An artefact of dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry processing was suspected, and phantom measurements were made. The phantom consisted of tissue-equivalent hardboard cut and stacked to form cylinders corresponding to the head, trunk, arms, and legs of a standard man. The skeleton was constructed from layers of aluminium sheet as an approximation of the average shape, BMD, BMC, and AREA in each region. When aluminium thickness was varied, BMD thresholds were found, approximately 0.4 g/cm2 for the legs and 0.2 g/cm2 for the arms. Above these, bone area rose fairly rapidly toward a plateau. At higher skeletal densities, the relationships between measured and true BMDs were close to linear, but slopes were less than unity, so that changes would be underestimated by 10-30%. Increases of thickness of the soft tissue of the phantom lowered AREA slightly. Uniform fat proportion increases led to decreases in BMC and AREA, but lard wrapped in an annulus around the limbs led to spurious increases in BMC and AREA of a similar magnitude to those observed in vivo, while BMD fell slightly, although there had been no true change of bone variables. Similar results were obtained with lard around the limbs of a volunteer. Reanalysis of phantom scans using Standard software confirmed the software differences noted in vivo. The phantom measurements offer an explanation of the anomaly in vivo and demonstrate that, under different circumstances, change in both BMC and BMD can be wrongly recorded. We believe that no valid conclusions can be drawn from measurements by the Holgic QDR 1000 W of bone changes during weight change.